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Abstract 

Many comparative physiological studies aim to determine if a particular species differs 

from a prediction based on a linear allometric regression for other species. However, the 

judgment as to whether the species in question conforms to this allometric relationship is 

often not based on any formal statistical analysis. An appropriate statistical method is to 

compare the new species’ value with the 95% confidence limits for predicting an 

additional datum from the relationship for the other species. We examine the basal 

metabolic rate of the termitivorous numbat (Myrmecobius fasciatus) and aardwolf 

(Proteles cristatus) to demonstrate the use of the 95% prediction limits to determine 

statistically if they have a lower-than-expected BMR compared to related species. The 

numbat’s BMR was 83.6% of expected from mass, but fell inside the 95% prediction 

limits for a further datum; a BMR < 72.5% of predicted was required to fall below the 1-

tail 95% prediction limits. The aardwolf had a BMR that was only 74.2% of predicted 

from the allometric equation, but it also fell well within the 95 % prediction limits; a 

BMR of only 41.8 % of predicted was necessary to fall below the 1-tail 95% prediction 

limits. We conclude that although it is difficult to demonstrate that a single species 

statistically differs from a regression relationship for other species, the use of a formal 

statistical approach is essential. 

 

Abbreviations and Symbols 

BMR  basal metabolic rate 

C thermal conductance 

EWL evaporative water loss 

FMR field metabolic rate 

†  mean X  

Ŷ  predicted Y value 

x
2  corrected sum of squares for X 

sY.X standard error of estimate for Y 

sŶ  standard error of predicted Y 

 

Keywords prediction limits, regression, numbat, aardwolf, termitivore. 
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Introduction 

It is frequently of interest in comparative or allometric physiological studies to determine 

if a particular species, with a distinctive suite of life history and ecological characteristics, 

differs from an allometric prediction based on other species. Body mass has a major 

allometric effect on most physiological variables including BMR (Kleiber 1932; Aschoff 

and Pohl 1970; Hassen and Lacy 1985; McNab 1988; Reynolds and Lee 1996; Withers et 

al. 2000; White and Seymour 2003; Withers et al. in press), C (Bradley and Deavers 

1980; Aschoff 1981; Withers et al. 2000; Schleucher & Withers 2001; Withers et al. in 

press), FMR (Nagy 1987, 1994; Cooper and Withers 2003), and EWL (Crawford and 

Lasiewski 1968; Hinds and MacMillen 1985, 1986; Williams 1996, Withers et al. in 

press). To compare the measured value of a physiological variable for a particular species 

with that predicted from other species, we must first determine the allometric relationship 

of that variable for the other species then assess whether the species in question conforms 

to this relationship. 

Standard least squares regression is typically used in comparative studies of a 

number of species to determine the linear relationship between body mass and a 

physiological variable e.g. Y = a + b.X, where X is log10 body mass and Y is the 

physiological variable in question (usually log10 transformed). Regression indicates the 

statistical significance of the relationship (F test or R
2
), and provides variance estimates 

for both the intercept (a) and the slope (b). Regression also has predictive statistical uses. 

For example, the 95% confidence band for the regression is often calculated and shown 

graphically, to indicate the goodness of fit i.e. how ‘tightly’ the data points fit the linear 

regression line. 
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Once an allometric relationship has been established, it is possible to determine 

whether a new species conforms to this relationship. Unfortunately, this judgment is often 

not based on any statistical analysis. We compiled a list of recent (between 2000 and 

2005) papers that assess variation from regression relationships by searching Biological 

Abstracts for studies of physiological variables commonly analysed by regression (e.g 

BMR, RMR, MMR, FMR, EWL). For studies for which regression analysis was carried 

out, the method of predicting a species’ position on the allometric line was examined. 

Those papers for which the methods were clear are those listed. No correctly statistically 

analysed papers were found during this search, but the following 23 recent studies are 

examples of a common approach whereby a physiological variable for a species (e.g. 

BMR, C, EWL etc) is subjectively judged to be different from the allometrically expected 

value (Baudinette et al. 2000, Geiser and Brigham 2000, McNab 2000, Merola-Swartjes 

and Ligon 2000, Weathers et al. 2000, Anava et al. 2001, McNab 2001, Williams 2001, 

Williams et al. 2001, Klaassen et al. 2002, Schleucher 2002, Bonaccorso and McNab 

2003, Burton and Weathers 2003, Cortes et al. 2003, Kalin et al. 2003, Lindstrom and 

Klaassen 2003, Lovegrove and Smith 2003, McKechnie and Lovegrove 2003, Peinke and 

Brown 2003, Song and Wang 2003,  Bozinovic et al. 2004, Mathias et al. 2004, Williams 

et al. 2004). The percentage of the species’ value relative to the expected value (obtained 

from the allometric equation for an animal of equivalent mass) was interpreted to be high 

(somewhat greater than 100%), low (somewhat less than 100%) or as expected (around 

100%). However this subjective approach lacks statistical rigor. It is not clear how much 

lower a species has to be than the expected value to be considered low, or how much 

higher does it has to be, or in what range a value should be considered to be as expected. 
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Rather, formal statistical methods should be used to determine if a species’ trait is 

significantly lower or higher than expected (Garland and Adolph 1994; Nagy et al. 1999; 

Garland and Ives 2000).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

We use a standard statistical method for obtaining the 95% prediction confidence limits 

for a regression to compare the new species’ value as an additional datum for the linear 

regression relationship for other species (e.g. Zar 1999; see Methods).  

Here we investigate the BMR of two phylogenetically distinct termitivorous 

mammals, the marsupial numbat (Myrmecobius fasciatus) and the placental aardwolf 

(Proteles cristatus). We use the 95% prediction confidence limits for the BMR of related 

non-termitivorous species to determine statistically if these termitivorous species have a 

lower-than-expected BMR, both before and after phylogenetic correction. According to 

McNab (1984, 2000), mammals of > 200 g body mass that feed extensively on termites 

have a BMR lower than predicted from body mass, presumably reducing their overall 

energy expenditure because a termite diet is considered to have a low net energy yield 

(Redford and Dorea 1984, McNab 1984, Abensperg-Traun et al. 1991). However, 

McNab’s analysis was conducted without rigorous statistical testing, just comparing 

BMRs predicted from allometric equations with the measured value and subjectively 

deciding if the measured value was lower than the expected value. His analysis was also 

conducted prior to the widespread introduction of phylogenetically independent 

comparative methods.  

Numbats are small-to-medium sized (550g) marsupials, in the monospecific 

family Myrmecobiidae. Morphological features and serological and albumin systematics 

indicate that the numbat is most closely related the marsupial family Dasyuridae, forming 
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(with the extinct Thylacinidae) the superfamily Dasyuroidea (Kirsch 1968, Archer and 

Kirsch 1977, Archer 1984, Baverstock et al. 1990), so we compare the numbat with the 

other Dasyuroidea (dasyurids). Aardwolves belong to the family Hyaenidae, and are 

thought to have a civet-like viverrid ancestor (Anderson et al. 1992), so we compare the 

aardwolf with Carnivora. The numbat and the aardwolf are ideal species to examine the 

possible influence of a termitivorous diet on BMR as both are the only strictly 

termitivorous members of their carnivorous lineages. Therefore comparison of their BMR 

with those of their nearest relatives (numbats with dasyurids and aardwolves with other 

carnivores) may indicate a dietary effect on BMR. In this way, potential physiological 

adaptation to their specialised diet can be separated from phylogenetic influence that may 

confound the interpretation of comparative analysis. Such a direct comparison is not 

possible for other myrmecophagous mammals (such as anteaters and pangolins) as there 

is no direct comparison with closely related non-myrmecophagous species. 

 

Methods 

BMR for numbats (550 g, 215.3 ml O2 h
-1

; Cooper and Withers 2002) and aardwolves 

(7950 g, 2019 ml O2 h
-1

; Andersen et al. 1997) was compared to other species of the 

superfamily Dasyuroidea (n = 18, Withers et al. in press) and order Carnivora (n = 30, 

Lovegrove 2000) respectively. Standard least squares regression was used to determine 

the relationship between log-transformed mass and BMR for dasyurids and carnivores 

(excluding the numbat and aardwolf respectively) and 95% prediction confidence limits 

were calculated for each dataset as outlined below (after Zar 1999). Autocorrelation 

(Cheverud and Dow 1985) was used to account for phylogenetic history, providing 
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phylogenetically-corrected log10 mass and log10 BMR residuals that were also used in an 

allometric regression, and for which 95% prediction limits were also calculated. A 

phylogenetic tree was constructed for the Dasyuroidea after Kirsch et al. (1997) and 

Kirsch and Palma (1995), and for the Carnivora after Bininda-Emonds et al. (1999). 

 

The standard statistical procedure for predicting a single new Y value at a 

particular X value first determines the regression relationship A + Bx for the data points 

excluding the X,Y values for the particular species in question (see Zar 1999). The 

predicted value of Y for a new species (Ŷns) at a specified Xns, is simply Ŷns = A + b.Xns. 

The 95% prediction confidence limits of Ŷns were calculated as 

                       Ŷns ± t(2),(n-2) sŶ                          (eq 1) 

where  is the probability value (0.05) for a two-tail test and sŶ is the standard error of 

the predicted Ŷ value, calculated from the regression residual mean square (sY.X ) i.e. 

                   sŶ = sY.X [1 + (1/n) + ((Xns – †)
2
/x

2
)]                              (eq 2) 

where x
2
 is the corrected sum of squares for X, (X – †)

2
 is the squared difference of the 

Xns value for the new species from the average X value, and n is the regression sample 

size.  

If the new datum (i.e. BMR of the numbat or aardwolf) were to lie outside these 

95% prediction limits, then it would be significantly different to expected at the 0.05 

significance level. If it were to fall within these limits, then the datum would conform to 

the existing relationship. A one-tail test can be employed if a directional hypothesis is 

being addressed; we used a 1-tail test in this case as the observed BMR is predicted to be 

lower than the expected BMR (McNab 1984, 2000).  
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The prediction confidence limits are considerably broader than, and should not be 

confused with, the confidence limits for the regression line (which indicate the range 

within which the regression line falls at the desired probability level). The standard error 

(sb) of the slope (b) are calculated (see Zar 1999) as 

                               sb = sY.X [1/x
2
]         (eq 3) 

and the confidence limits of the slope as 

       b ± t(2),(n-2) sb                                     (eq 4) 

 

Results 

The highly significant allometric regression equation for 18 species of dasyurid 

(excluding the numbat) was log BMR = 0.736 logM + 0.387 (R
2
 = 0.988, F1,17 = 1418, p 

< 0.001). The numbat’s BMR of 215.3 ml O2 h
-1

 was 83.6% of expected from mass, but 

fell inside the 95% prediction limits for a further datum (Figure 1A). The numbat would 

have had to have a BMR < 67.8% of predicted to fall outside the 95% prediction limits. 

Even for a one-tail test, the observed BMR of the numbat is within the prediction limit 

(BMR would have to be < 72.5% of predicted to differ significantly). The highly 

significant allometric linear relationship between mass and BMR remained after 

correction for phylogenetic history (slope = 0.754, R
2
 = 0.945, F1,16 = 277, p < 0.001). 

Clearly phylogenetic correction did not improve the regression relationship and therefore 

did not tighten the 95 % prediction limits. Thus the numbat still remained within the 95% 

prediction limits (both 1 and 2-tail tests) for the regression after phylogenetic correction 

(Figure 1B). 
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There was a highly significant allometric relationship for 30 species of Carnivora, 

described by the relationship log BMR (ml O2 h
-1

) = 0.724 Mass (g) + 0.675 (R
2
 = 0.941, 

F1,15 = 239, p < 0.001). The aardwolf had a BMR (2019 ml O2 h
-1

) that was only 74.2% of 

predicted from the allometric equation, but it fell well within the 95% prediction limits 

(Figure 2A). The aardwolf has to have a BMR < 35.4% (2-tail test) or 41.8% (1-tail test) 

of predicted to vary significantly from the allometric regression. After phylogenetic 

correction, the highly significant allometric regression for the order Carnivora remained 

(slope = 0.94, R
2
 = 0.897, F1,29 = 253.6, P < 0.001). Clearly phylogenetic correction did 

not improve the regression relationship and therefore did not tighten the 95 % prediction 

limits. Therefore aardwolf remained well within the 95 % prediction limits (1 and 2-tailed 

tests) after phylogenetic correction (Figure 2B). 

 

Discussion 

The BMR of both the numbat and the aardwolf was considerably lower than predicted 

from allometric equations for the carnivorous groups from which they diverged (83.6% 

and 74.2% of expected respectively). This would be considered sufficient to consider that 

these species had a lower-than-expected BMR using the subjective methodology of many 

recent studies (see Introduction) for which a range of 43-90% or 108-179% of predicted 

was considered lower-than-predicted or higher-than predicted respectively. The BMRs of 

numbats and aardwolves would then both be interpreted as support for the hypothesis that 

termite-eating mammals have a low BMR, presumably reflecting an energetic constraint 

of their termite diet. In fact, this is the general conclusion drawn by McNab (1984) and 

for aardwolves by Anderson et al. (1997). Both studies simply used a percent deviation 
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from the expected BMR calculated from the regression equation to decide that numbats 

(52.6% of predicted for a placental mammal; McNab 1984) and aardwolves (58.0-67.1% 

of predicted; Anderson et al. 1997) were lower-than-expected. However it is clear that if 

their BMR data are analysed with a formal statistical analysis, and each datum compared 

to the 95% prediction limits for the appropriate regression, then interpretation of the 

results is different. Statistically, both numbats and aardwolves have a BMR not 

significantly lower than we would expect for an equivalently-sized dasyurid marsupial or 

carnivore respectively (both before and after correction for phylogeny), therefore we 

conclude that for these species, a termitivourous diet does not result in a reduced BMR.  

Why is it such common practise to neglect formal statistical analysis for 

evaluating new species data? Subjectively comparing a value for an additional species to 

the value generated from an already-available allometric equation (e.g. Kleiber’s line for 

mammals) is quick and easy. Even when the regression line needs to be calculated in a 

study, it is still simple to just calculate the % difference of the new datum from the 

regression prediction and make a subjective evaluation. In contrast, the calculation of 

95% prediction limits is not widely available in statistical programs, although it is widely 

described in the biostatistical arena (e.g. Montgomery and Peck, 1982; Myers, 1986; 

Neter et al., 1990; Draper and Smith, 1998; Zar 1999). Although the hand calculation of 

prediction limits (see equations 1 and 2) is relatively straightforward, even this might be a 

deterrent to its use. 

Clearly from our analysis of numbat and aardwolf BMR, finding a statistically 

significant difference for an additional species can be problematic, even for relatively 

“tight” regression relationships. The regressions for both the dasyurids and carnivores 
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were highly significant, with R
2
s of 0.945 (non-phylogenetically corrected) to 0.988 

(phylogenetically corrected) and 0.940 (non-phylogenetically corrected) to 0.941 

(phylogenetically corrected) respectively, resulting in relatively narrow prediction limits. 

The more variability there is in the data set, the wider the 95% prediction limits will be, 

and the more difficult it will be to detect significant differences. Some of the variation in 

the regression relating mass and BMR for mammals (and other animals) presumably 

results from a non-random selection of mammals for BMR measurement. “Interesting” 

species with an a priori expectation of being “low” or “high” are often studied by 

comparative physiologists in an attempt to examine adaptations to particular 

environmental or life history parameters. This is likely to increase the variation in the 

regression, widening the prediction limits and increasing the difficulty in obtaining 

significant differences for single species comparisons.  

The position of the species in question along the X axis also determines how different it 

must be from expected to differ significantly. The 95% prediction limits (like the 95% 

regression confidence limits) widen as you move away from the mean X value. Numbats 

(552 g) were close to the mean mass for the Dasyuroidea (611g) but still would need to 

be < 72.5% (1-tail test) of predicted to differ significantly from the Dasyuroidea 

allometric regression. The aardwolf (7950g) was further from the mean Carnivora body 

mass (13280g) so it is even more difficult to demonstrate significant difference from 

expected for this species. Aardwolves would have to have a BMR of < 41.8% (1-tail test) 

of expected for an equivalently-sized carnivore.  
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We have presented here a statistical approach for evaluating whether an additional 

species differs significantly from a regression line derived for other species. From the 

95% prediction limits neither the numbat nor the aardwolf has a significantly lower-than-

predicted BMR, despite their termitivorous diet. We conclude that it is difficult to 

statistically show that a single species differs significantly from an allometric 

relationship. Nevertheless it is essential that single species differences from prediction are 

assessed by formal statistical analysis. 
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Figure 1:  The relationship between mass (g) and basal metabolic rate (BMR; mL O2 h
-1

) 

for 18 species from the superfamily Dasyuroidea (grey circles) before (A) and after (B) 

phylogenetic correction. The numbat is indicated by a dark square, the regression line and 

95% prediction limits for predicting a further datum by dark lines, and the regression 

95% confidence limits by light grey lines. 
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Figure 2:  The relationship between mass (g) and basal metabolic rate (BMR; mL O2 h
-1

) 

for 30 species from the order Carnivora (grey circles) before (A) and after (B) 

phylogenetic correction. The aardwolf is indicated by a dark square, the regression line 

and 95% prediction limits for predicting a further datum by dark lines, and the regression 

95% confidence limits by light grey lines. 

 


